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Science confirms
New Revelation Predictions
- decades later
An account showing scientific discoveries and technical developments
which became reality after their predictions in the New Revelation.
This article shows that the texts called ―New Revelation‖ dictated to Jakob Lorber and his
two successors Gotfried Mayerhofer and Leopold Engel must have a higher power as
author.
The first reaction of many people, who learn that Jakob Lorber received texts from God,
dictated verbatim, is disbelief.
Come on, that guy talked with God? You must be joking!
This is a natural reaction of societies who have been drifting away from God. They also
have been driven away from God by the media. There are several reasons. One is that
society to a great extent only believes what science and research discover and publish.
The other is that the Christian churches literally forbid God to talk to humanity, or at least
totally reject messages from God other than the Bible due to Luther‘s statement ―Sola
Scriptura‖ So Protestant and Evangelical Churches and sects state that ―Everything else
claiming to be God's Word is deceptive and of Satan‖.
The Church of Rome is slightly less harsh. They know the notion of ―private revelation‖,
which really does not help most of the time. Just recently Pope Benedict 16 reiterated the
rebuff of ‗private revelations‘ calling them to be of little importance in relation to the gospels
(Verbum Domini 14). That the gospels, according to Jesus statements in the New
Revelation, are (despite being the basis and corner stone of faith) full of falsifications
introduced over time via innumerable translations and copying, is not discussed.
The argument?
With Jesus Christ and the Gospels everything had been said. There is nothing more
needed. Full stop! Just ask your priest or your pastor. The reason for this is that ‗God had
spoken to us by his Son.‘ (Hebr. 1, 2). Moreover since Jesus we are ‗in the last days‘ (1 Cor.
10, 11; 2 Peter 3, 3; 1 Peter 4, 7; 1 John 2, 18). Thus in the New Testament the messianic
or Christian time was regarded as the 'last days', as the final age in which nothing else may
be expected but the end of the world and the world-judgment.
Little do they know that this affront to God is mind boggling. God says in the New Revelation
that never a century passed has without Him directly providing information to humans.
However, most if not all these communications were flatly ignored by the powers that be.
Already Swedenborg received a massive amount of heavenly wisdom. But it is nothing in
comparison with the 25 volumes of Lorber‘s New Revelation.
Every believer who is prepared to step back and think logically will come to this conclusion:
Jesus Christ spent three full years and 24/7 teaching, healing and arguing with thousands of
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people. So He must have done and said much, much more than the four gospels tell us.
And John confirms this clearly in John 21:25.
With the ‗New Revelation‘ the Lord ―published‖ much more. 25 books! Why did God do that
in the middle of the 19th century? Well, it was the time of the Industrial Revolution, the
Enlightenment, the surge of new ideas, philosophies and philosophers, theories in science
and all sections of life also causing political unrest. Darwin appeared and many others so
called scientists who started the idea that either there is no God or God is dead. And
Richard Dawkins is just the most recent in that line. And in view of all these enemies of God
and Christendom God should or would remain silent?
Never. Exactly at that moment in history the writings of Jakob Lorber emerge predicting a
number of developments, discoveries and inventions years before they came true. Today
we see this with great clarity.
Take astronomy. Lorber wrote in 1850, when science just started to have an idea that the
visible stars are possibly organized that we are not only in a galaxy but that there are billions
of galaxies out there. Astronomers had to wait until giant telescopes like the one at Mount
Wilson 68, or Mount Palomar 98 years later were available to confirm this. Starting in 1948
scientists discovered that there are subatomic particles out there with a life span of one
trillionth of a second. Lorber wrote exactly that in 1840. Or in 1864 he wrote that there will
be air travel, something that started in experiment form at the turn of the century 36 years
later and came into reality in the 1920s.
Our point: Normal human beings can imagine or predict many things but not with such
precision and scope. Thus, the conclusion is that the Lorber writings are really what Lorber
claimed, the word of God.
The table below shows the time gap in years between predictions contained in the New
Revelation given to Jakob Lorber and the respective scientific discoveries or developments.
This is followed by the paragraphs where the appropriate predictions or claims were laid
down.

Examples and sources compiled by Wilfried Schlätz, 13.12.2008

Ref
A
B
C
D

E
F

Subject

Predicted in
New Revelation

Scientific discovery

Planet Neptune
Ca. 12 billion comets in orbit of our
sun
The supposedly indivisible atoms
are divisible and in the end contain
many micro-universes
Particles having a life span of one
trillionth of a second

24 Oct 1842 *1
08 Aug 1842 *3

15 Aug 1840 *6

After 1948. ETA-MESON and
SIGMAo BARYON, life span
for both 1019 sec. *7, *10

108

There are galaxies besides our
Milky way galaxy
There are billions of galaxies
besides our galaxy

Prior to 02 Jan 1850 *8

Discovered with the 2.5m Mt.
Wilson Telescope *9,*11
From 1948 with the 5m Mt.
Palomar telescope *9, *11

>68

26 Jan 1847 *4

Prior to 02 Jan 1850 *8

2

23 Sep 1846 by Galle *2
Assumed by H.Oort after 1924
*12, *13
1911: Atom model by BohrRutherford *5

Time
gap
in years
ca. 4
> 82
64

>98
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G

Prior to 02 Jan 1850 *14

J

There are super galaxies or galaxy
clusters
There are super suns (Quasars)
which partly are in the center of a
galaxy
Many moons always face their
planets the same side
Computers and robots destroy jobs

>98

Prior to 02 Jan 1850 *15

From 1948 with the 5m Mt.
Palomar telescope *9
From 1960 *16

01 May 1841 *17

From 1971 by space probes

130

Starting 1970

>106

K

Wireless communication, telegraph

Prior to 1864 *19

1896 by Marconi *20

32

L

Air travel

Prior to 1864 *19

1919 scheduled airmail

55

M
N

Nuclear stand-off
Environment problems due to
industry, destruction of forests, soil
poisoning
Breathing of the Earth (earth crust
raises and lowers every 6 hours)
New epidemics (Spanish Flu 1918,
AIDS, first published 1981, Ebola 1st
recognized 1976, Mad cow, 2007/8)

Prior to 1864 *22
Prior to 1864 *24 to *27

06 Aug 1945 Hiroshima *23
Starting 1980

81
116

1847 *28

1970 *29

123

*30 Spanish Flu 1918,
AIDS, 1st public 1981
Ebola 1st recognized 1976
Mad cow, 2007/8

1982

118

Prior to 1864 *31

in the early 1900s *32

36

R

Steam engine
Combustion (petrol) engine
Worldwide communications

Prior to 1864 *33

29

S

WMD: Nuclear missiles and artillery

Prior to 1864 *34

From 1893 (Tesla) and 1897
(Marconi)
From 1960s

H
I

O
P

Q

Prior to 1864 *18

>110

100

Sources
Abbreviations:
GGJ
NE
H2H
GH
NS
Mo

Great Gospel of John (Das Grosse Evangelium Johannes)
The Natural Earth (Die natürliche Erde)
From hell to heaven (Von der Hölle zum Himmel – Robert Blum)
Gifts of Heaven (Himmelsgaben)
The Natural Sun
The Moon

A - *1 Planet Neptune
Jakob Lorber, ‗The Natural Sun‘, NS 53, 14 with footnote
[Natural Sun 01_053,01] We shall now visit the seventh belt [of the sun] which is related to a
planet still unknown to you. Therefore we have to pay a short visit to this planet otherwise
this sun belt would have no analogy and it could also not be inspected and identified without
having first inspected and identified its corresponding planet.
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[NS.01_053,02] So let us turn our attention to this planet. … First we have to give name to
this planet…
[NS.01_053,03] …Where will we find the name? Surely not on Earth, because it knows
nothing about it yet. …So it would be best we give it the name which it has from its
inhabitants. – Here you would say we don‘t know them either. – But I say: Even if you do not
know them, I do and know exactly how they call it. And how? It is called Miron, which means
as much as ‗world of wonders‘.
Science: *2 Discovery of Neptune
Discovered on September 23, 1846,[1] Neptune was the first planet found by mathematical
prediction rather than by empirical observation. Unexpected changes in the orbit of Uranus
led Alexis Bouvard to deduce that its orbit was subject to gravitational perturbation by an
unknown planet. Neptune was subsequently observed by Johann Galle within a degree of
the position predicted by Urbain Le Verrier, and its largest moon, Triton, was discovered
shortly thereafter, though none of the planet's remaining 12 moons were located
telescopically until the 20th century. Neptune has been visited by only one spacecraft,
Voyager 2, which flew by the planet on August 25, 1989.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune)

B – *3 About 12 billion comets orbit our sun
as *1: Jakob Lorber, ―Natural Sun‖ 1, 4
[The Natural Sun.01_001,04] If the sun in itself represents a genuine planet it must surely
comprise all those planetary elements in full which exist in lesser potencies on all the other
smaller planets in its orbit. And so in the sun it can be found what it contained in much
smaller form and much more incomplete in the planets Mercury….and finally in all the
roughly 12 thousand million comets which circle this sun in immense distances.
Science: *12 Meyer‘s Handbook about space: Mannheim, Wien, Zürich; 5th ed.1973, pgs
256 and 260
*13 Micropaedia vol 7, pg 543

C - *4 Atoms are divisible
Jakob Lorber ‗The Natural Earth‘ NE 18, 8+9
[The Natural Earth.01_018,08] A grain of sand, surely the simplest of minerals, has such an
artful composition that you would fully turn around by amazement if you could see its
components. There you would discover many crystals of the most different kind. They are
joined in a way that not even the most talented mathematician could calculate it exactly. But
that is the least. Analyzing the individual crystals more precisely, you would see that they
are nothing but clusters of animal corpses of a kind of infusoria. These are, however, much
smaller than the more developed kind seen in a fermenting drop of water. And if you then
4
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would have a closer look at those animal corpses you would discover in every such corps
countless atomistic animals. They served as food during the life of these infusoria who now
are glued together in crystal form. And if you could observe such an atomistic animal,
however rather with spiritual than with natural eyes of the most sharp type, you would find in
every one of those atomistic animals a nano shell globe, which depicts the whole universe in
smallest scale. Combine millions into such a little crystal which is composed of 1000
infusoria and the grain of sand into 100 such crystals, you will have a little idea of the most
artful set up of this most simple piece of mineral.
Science * 5: as *2 Brockhaus Encyclopedia 1971, 17th edition vol. 16, pg.290

D - *6 There are particles with a life span one trillionth of a second
Jakob Lorber ‗Gifts of Heaven‘: ‗The Pearl Shell‘ 1GH, pg. 83, verse 11
[Gifts of Heaven 01_40.08.15,01] Before telling you something about this subject (the pearl
shell) we have to go back so you will understand, as an advanced step cannot be
understood before the previous one has become clear.
[GH.01_40.08.15,02] Behold, nobody among the scholars and so called natural scientists
where one class of being in creation ends and merges in the other, nor where the first one
begins. Nobody knows where the mineral realm starts and where it ends, no more does
somebody know about the begin and the end of the plant realm. And even less anybody
knows the begin of the animal world and its end. Because for the researcher everything
seems intertwined whereas with Me there are sharp distinctions. And yes, there are in all
creation no two things which would be an exception from this rule.
[GH.01_40.08.15,03] The feeble eye of such a natural scientist believes that day and night
evolve a in hardly visible joint flow. But see, this notion of such a researcher is only the
result of his weak inner vision.
[GH.01_40.08.15,04] For your easier understanding I will give you a few concrete
distinctions.
[GH.01_40.08.15,05] Look, for he who is nature blind day and night melt closely together,
he will find almost no perceptible difference between the night and the feeble glimmer of
day. But when you look at a distant mountain range, especially with a hazy air, you will see
the range as nothing as a flat wall, while this mountain range in anything then that as you
know. Same goes for a completely flat surface like a perfectly polished diamond. If you
would look at this surface with a microscope with a ten million fold zoom you find plenty of
crevasses and canyons. This shows you in a natural way that the half or often completely
blind nature scientists err thinking that classes, forms and characteristics merge.
[GH.01_40.08.15,06] It was important to state this beforehand, lest you cannot grasp what
follows. It is better to have no idea of a thing and its circumstances than a wrong one. He
who stands on a rotten step will not put his foot on the second before the first one takes him
to the abyss.
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[GH.01_40.08.15,07] Now notice, where the animal world starts! – You may think that the
water is the mother of all animals. Well, this is not so. Because where the microscope
shows you animal forms in a drop of water, the realm of the animals shows its thousand‘s
level of development.
[GH.01_40.08.15,08] The first class of the animal world are the infinitely small inhabitants of
the ether. There they are roughly what you call ―atoms‖. They are so small (mind you for
your eyes only) that on a dot, which you would only see by a very strong enlargement, there
would be ample space for several trillions.
[GH.01_40.08.15,09] If you would want to see with your eyes you would have to enlarge
such a point a trillion fold [1018] which in your earthly lifetime you probably will never
achieve, as a mortal eye will never perceive the things in their truth, but only the eye of the
spirit.
[GH.01_40.08.15,10] Now you will ask where do these animals come from and how do they
originate? – There I tell you: These animals originate from the confluence of the sun rays
which meet everywhere in fathomless space. And therefore you will understand for what all
that light which the sun projects into endless, seemingly empty space is used by Me with
surely wise reason.
[GH.01_40.08.15,11] The form of these animals is a sphere and its surface extremely flush.
The essence of light is their food. And their life span is a trillionths of a second [1018],
whereupon – uniting with trillions after their death – they start to form a second class of
beings which really are not much bigger than their predecessors. However, their life is much
more concentrated, so that they already have a need for food. Therefore they already have
an organ and are called ―Monads‖.
[GH.01_40.08.15,12] This species is living already in the sphere of the planet, i.e. in the
orbit area of the planets. Its life span is thousand billionth part [1015], of a second. Look how
big the difference is between the life span of an Atom and of a Monad. But for you according
to your normal senses this is not recognizable at all, as you cannot sense the difference
between a trillionth and a thousand billionth of a second. And the calculation shows you the
immense difference. – Well, the same way and in the same form one class after the other is
formed building an ever more potentiated life until the life of these beings has grown to such
intensity that it will show as a light blue mist in the highest strata of the air.
Science: *7 and *10 Wikipedia ―Subatomic particles‖: Electron discovered 1897 by J.J.
Thomson, and *10 MICROPEDIA: vol.13; pg. 1024.

E and F - *8 There are galaxies besides our Milky way galaxy
Jakob Lorber: ‗From Hell to Heaven‘ (Robert Blum) (HtoH) vol.2 298,6 and 303,1
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[From Hell to Heaven .02_298,06] Many
thousands of these galaxies circle around a
central center which is a central sun of
even higher order. It is volume wise in the
same relation many thousand times larger
than all then all galaxies in its orbit. And
what we are seeing now is precisely this
central sun of many galaxies.
Science: *9 NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA: 15th ed; MICROPEDIA; vol.
4, pg. 850.
*11 Albert Ducrocq: Matter, Frankfurt 1965,
pg.40

G – H *14 and *15 There are super
galaxies or galaxy clusters and super
suns (quasars), as *8 ―From Hell to
Heaven‖ HtoH vol.2, pg. 299, 8
[HtoH.02_299,08] Say I: ―This is a main
and primary sun which keeps in its orbit 7
The Andromeda Galaxy, M31 by Peter Shah
Million super-galaxies [galaxy clusters]. Its
size [mass] is exactly one million times bigger than that of the seven million combined. Its
diameter is close to 2*10 at the power of 48 miles [ca. 14.8 * 1048 kilometers]. Light with its
electro-magnetic speed of some 40,000 German land miles per second, would take many
thousand trillion earth years to travel from one pole to other of this sun.
Science: *16

I - *17 All moons always face their planets the same side
Jakob Lorber: ‗The Moon‘ (Mo), 1,4
[Mo.01_001,04] Like on earth, on the moon also exist men and countless other creations.
The difference, however, is that no moon is inhabited on that one side which is permanently
facing its planet but always on the opposite one, because the side facing the planet holds
neither air nor water or fire and all which is needed for organic life.
[Mo.01_001,05] You will ask: Why that? The answer is: because no moon must have
movement around its own axis. And this as earth gravity or any other planets is too big for a
moon. Had the moon a rotation around its axis, even a very small one, then for one by such
a rotation the pull by the planet would be increased in the relation in which the rotation of the
moon is to the rotation of the planet, meaning that if the rotation of the moon would over
time be similar to the rotation of the planet, due to the increased gravitational force of the
7
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planet one part after the other would detach from the moon and fall on the earth. For the
moon such a slow rotation like the one of its planet would be of very little use in respect of
the allocation of the air, the water and also the fire,, because (on that moon) everything
would still be like now, namely on the side not facing the planet. In fact on a celestial body
water, air and fire have to be driven by a certain speed by the protruding mountains, lest
these elements which are important for organic life would accumulate on the far side of the
moon through the centrifugal forces and their own fluid weight.
Science: Space probes

J - *18 Computers and robots destroy jobs
Jakob Lorber: ‗The Great Gospel of John‘ (GGJ), GGJ.05.108, 01 and 109, 03
Chapter 108 [The age of technology]
[GGJ.05_108,01] (The Lord) ―But in the end there will come a time when the people will
achieve a great knowledge and skill in all things and will build all sorts of machines which
will perform all human tasks just like living, thinking people and animals; but through this
many people will become unemployed, and the stomachs of the poor, jobless people will go
hungry. Then the misery of man will increase to an unbelievably high level. Immediately
then people will be awakened by Me once again, and they will announce the truth of My
name for more than two hundred years. Things will be well for those who then turn towards
it, although their number will be only a small one!
[GGJ.05_108,02] However, once the number of the pure and good will have dwindled as in
the time of Noah, the earth will again be visited with a universal judgment in which neither
people nor animals or plants will be spared. No longer will their lethal, the fire spitting
weapons be of any use to the proud people, nor their fortifications and metal roads on
which they will move along with the speed of an arrow. For there will come an enemy from
the air and destroy all those who have always done evil. This will truly be a time of
shopkeepers and moneychangers.
[GGJ.05_108,03] What I did only recently in the temple at Jerusalem to the moneychangers and pigeon-sellers, I shall do on a large scale all over the earth and destroy all
the selling and money-changing stalls through the enemy whom I shall send to the earth
from the vast expanses of the air like a flash of lightning and with a great thunderous noise.
Truly, against that one all the armies of the earth will fight in vain. However, the great,
invincible enemy will not harm My few friends but will spare them for a new plant nursery
which will produce new and better people.
[GGJ.05_108,04] Do understand this well! But do by no means think that I want it thus and
that therefore all this is predestined. Nothing could be further from Me and from you! Yet it
will be as it was before the time of Noah. The people will keep putting their worldly
knowledge and acquired skills to increasingly evil use and, of their own free will, bring upon
themselves and, finally, upon the whole earth, all kinds of judgment out of the depths of My
creation. But then I will say along with you, My noble Romans: VOLENTI NON FIT INIURIA!
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[GGJ.05_109,03] The will can surely be directed through all sorts of doctrines and laws; but
neither a doctrine nor any law can prevent the free will from carrying out what it wants to do.
If the will of man wants to adopt a doctrine and a law as the guideline for his actions, he will
in any case direct himself accordingly without any inner compulsion; but if he doesn‘t want
this, no power of the world and the heavens can force him – and neither must! For, as I said:
Without free will man is no longer a man, but instead purely an animated machine, like the
machines that the people will invent with time, which will perform the same artificial tasks
that now hardly any person is in a position to do. But such a machine will nonetheless not
be a human being, neither according to the form nor even less to the inner freely-working
reality;

K – L *19 Wireless communication, telegraph, air travel
Jakob Lorber: "Das Große Evangelium Johannes" (= GEJ); GEJ.05.46,1
[GGJ.05_046,01] (Raphael) ―I tell you that there will come a time when the people will drive
on iron roads as fast as a flying arrow and will speak from one end of the world to another in
lightning speed, and will fly around in the air like birds, far over the seas and lands – and yet
no-one will consider them to be magicians, and even less gods! Truly the ever-existent
priesthood will constantly make every effort to prevent such a revelation coming to the
people; but their efforts will also always be totally in vain!
Science: *20 as *2: vol. 12, 1971, pg. 128

M - *22 as *18: Nuclear standoff
The Great Gospel of John‘ 08 :185, 9+10
[GGJ.08:185,09] With these weapons the inventive people will come to the point when soon
no nation will be able to start a war against the other, for when two nations should attack
each other with such weapons then they easily and quickly will exterminate each other up to
the last person, which would certainly not give a true victory and gain for neither one of
them. Those kings and their generals will soon realize that, and that is why they will rather
tolerate each other in peace and good friendship. And if somewhere a very proud and
ambitious disturber of the peace should rise and would attack his neighbor, then the
peaceful ones will unite themselves and chastise him. And in this way the ancient peace will
be set for the people on Earth and will be established durably.
[10] If one will count, from this My actual presence, almost 1800 and almost 90 years, there
will hardly be any more war on Earth, and more or less in that time, also My personal
coming on this Earth will take place, and the greatest enlightenment of men will begin.
Science: *23 as *2: vol.8, 1969; pg. 516

9
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N - *24 as *18: Environment problems
The Great Gospel of John‘ 09, 63.06
[6] As long as such forests on Earth exist in sufficient numbers and the nature spirits which
continuously come down from all the stars to the Earth and those that are climbing up from
the Earth while they are developing themselves, can be taken up in such forests where they
can find their well-ordered accommodation, then you will not see all too heavy stormy
natural disasters and all kinds of epidemical diseases to arise, but once the covetous pursuit
of profit of men will violate too much the forests, it will also be hard for the people to live and
to exist on this Earth, and more heavily so where the thinning out of the forests will have the
upper hand. This you also can remember to warn the people on time for such thoughtless
undertakings.

*25

as *18: The Great Gospel of John‘ 05.109, 01+06+07

[GGJ.05_109,01] (The Lord) :)"Look at the mountains full of forests and shrubs. Behold,
these absorb a suitable number of all the nature spirits (electricity, magnetic fluid)
compatible with them. Go and deforest all the mountains and you will soon become aware
of the most dire consequences. Thereby great masses of free, very crude nature spirits will
begin to more and more fill the atmosphere above the whole earth. Since these do not find
a suitable abode and sphere of activity, they will begin to cluster in great masses and,
driven by their hunger and thirst (assimilative instinct), cause the worst, all-devastating
gales and ruin entire countries to such an extent that in a hundred, often a thousand years
nothing will be growing there but here and there a moss plant. Thus there are to this very
day on the wide world places extending for many leagues which are as bare of vegetation
as the desolate, barren limestone on the shores of the Dead Sea in Lower Palestine into
which the river Jordan is flowing.

[GGJ.05_109,02] Well, is that perhaps My will? Oh no! Where men must have freedom of
will and freedom of action so that they can become human beings also in spirit, I Myself do
not interfere — no matter how foolishly they may act. All I do is allowing them to reach,
unperturbed, that which they have so eagerly striven for as if their life's happiness depended
on it. It does not make any difference to Me whether the consequences are good or bad.
What they create they get. Although I know what will happen afterwards, I can — and must
— not intervene with My omnipotence; for if I do that, man ceases to be a man. He is then
nothing else but an animated machine and can be of no value forever, either for himself or
for Me. For he resembles a writer who is not capable of writing any syllable himself, but if he
should write nonetheless, a scribe must guide his hand from A to Z; and if he has written an
essay in this way, he nonetheless does not understand it. And even if he has written a
hundred thousand letters in this way, he is nonetheless just as little a writer himself as the
stylus with which he wrote. Just as little the man of this Earth would be a man if the free will
was not left thoroughly untouched and likewise his acting.
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[GGJ.05_109,03] The will can surely be directed through all sorts of doctrines and laws; but
neither a doctrine nor any law can prevent the free will from carrying out what it wants to do.
If the will of man wants to adopt a doctrine and a law as the guideline for his actions, he will
in any case direct himself accordingly without any inner compulsion; but if he doesn‘t want
this, no power of the world and the heavens can force him – and neither must! For, as I said:
Without free will man is no longer a man, but instead purely an animated machine, like the
machines that the people will invent with time, which will perform the same artificial tasks
that now hardly any person is in a position to do. But such a machine will nonetheless not
be a human being, neither according to the form nor even less to the inner freely-working
reality; for it has no free will and can therefore never perform any independent action.
Whatever the human will has laid in it, it will perform, and never anything else.

[GGJ.05_109,04] But man can, out of himself, do whatever he likes, and no one can prevent
him from doing it. Thus, man can do what he likes with the earth that carries and nourishes
his body; and only the consequences will teach him whether his will was good or evil.
[GGJ.05_109,05] Therefore every human being has reason and as a consequence of that,
intellect. He can become enlightened through doctrine, worldly laws and every kind of
experience and then choose spontaneously what is good, right and true and determine his
course of action accordingly. With all this he suffers no coercion, since he himself chooses
freely what he has recognized as good, right and true.
[GGJ.05_109,06] But we can experience only too tangibly day by day from hundreds of
cases that people nonetheless very often spurn all they have recognized as good, just and
true mostly out of temporal interests, and act to the contrary. And from this proceeds the fact
that the freedom of human will cannot be endangered or restricted by anything. And so it is
very possible that as time goes by people will be able to invent great things and also affect
the nature of the Earth, so that in the end it will have to be quite considerably damaged. The
consequences of this will certainly not be anything pleasant and will seem to be a certain
punishment for the wrongly used will, but not wanted at all by Me, but instead brought forth
through the will of man.
[GGJ.05_109,07] If the people want another Deluge, they only have to dig up the mountains
and they will open the floodgates of the underground waters! If they want to see the whole
Earth in flames, they only have to destroy all the forests, and the spirits of nature (electricity)
will multiply so much that the Earth will suddenly be clothed in an ocean of fire and lightning!
Would it then be Me who want to destroy the Earth through the fire?! Therefore teach the
people to be wise, otherwise they themselves will bring the curse of judgment upon
themselves! But I know that it will happen, and nonetheless I cannot and may not act
against it through My omnipotence, but only through My teaching – do you understand
that?‖

*26 as *18: The Great Gospel of John‘ 08.186, 05+06
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[5] In such cities, through excessive pursuit of profit, all kinds of factories will be build on a
large scale, and instead of human hands the work will be done by fire and water, together
with thousands kind of artful machines that are made of metal. The heating will be done by
means of the ancient coals of the Earth that men will acquire in extremely great quantities
from the depths of the Earth.
[6] Once such activity will have attained its highest point by the force of the fire, the air of the
Earth will become too strongly saturated on such places of the Earth with combustible kinds
of ether, and these will soon ignite here and there and transform such cities and regions
together with their many inhabitants into ruins and ashes, and that will then also be a great
and effective purification. But whatever the produced fire will not have accomplished that all
kinds of great storms on Earth will accomplish, obviously only there where this will be
necessary, for without necessity nothing will be burned or destroyed.

*27

as *19: The Great Gospel of John‘ 03. 033, 04

[03_033,04] But soon after this time life for man will be very bad on the Earth; for the earth
will become infertile, heavy price increases, wars and famines will appear, and the light of
faith in the eternal truth will disappear in many places, and the fire of love will dim and cool,
and the last fiery judgment will come over the earth!

O - *28 Breathing of the Earth
as *4: Natural Earth NE 8
[NE 01_008,02] The breathing in of the body of the Earth can everybody see on the
beaches of the oceans when he see the regular increasing and receding of the waters. If
now such an exterior phenomenon is present everybody can conclude with certainty that it
can only be an inner and not an outer reason.
[NE 01_008,04] The earth aspires the air and the softer belly area of the earth which
usually is covered with water extends, the level of the sea water raises on the firmer coasts.
When the earth or rather its lung expels the breath, the belly sinks lower and the sea level
also lowers.
[NE.01_008,05] This had to mentioned first for you to understand that the earth breathes
and for this it also has to have tools for breathing. These like several other tools constitute
the innards of the earth.
[NE 01_008,06] The question now is: Where is this lung of the earth situated, where does
the earth breathe in and out? And what does this lung look line?
[NE 01_008,07] This earth lung with a volume of thousand cubic miles is situated for one
below the hard and firm crust and covers an area of more than 5000 square miles. This lung
is a grandiose cell network with a great quantity of hollow cells interconnected by tubes of
various sizes.
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These tubes have two characteristics: first to lead the air into the cells and let it out again.
Second the tubes because of their elasticity can contract and expand which contracting and
expanding is done by the constant polar change or by the conversion of the positive to the
negative pole, where this conversion is based on the spiritual substance as without such
conversion a free movement within the bodies would not be thinkable.
[NE.01_008,08] If now these tubes expand the cells are compressed, and this results in the
air to be expelled. If these tubes contract again the cells expand naturally which results in
the breathing in.
[NE.01_008,09] The polarity inversion happens – as much as can be explained in a
physical way – by the fact that as soon as the soul has absorbed the life substance of the
inhaled oxygen only the oxygen remains. This results in the positive pole at inhalation to
change into negative because it is in no connection with the oxygen.
[NE.01_008,10] This soon contracts the tubes and soon new air is breathed in by which of
course the negative pole changes to positive and vice versa.
[NE.01_008,11] So we now know about the breathing business of the Earth and where the
lung is situated. But where does in breathe in and where out? This Earth does like an animal
which breathes in through the mouth and nose like humans, the same goes for the Earth.
She breathes in through the same main mouth through which she takes in nourishment only
at half way from this main orifice there is a side orifice which can be opened and shut at will
like with an animal. This big side orifice leads into the great lung. There every six hours
there is inhaling and exhaling. During the taking of a breath the gullet closes and once a
proper quantity of air is breathed in the air tube closes like a larynx while the gullet opens
again. When the air of the lung is pushed out again the gullet closes again and this way via
the lung the earth is constantly nourished in the abovementioned sequence but into the
stomach through the gullet only every 12 hours during which it takes in nourishment in a
way that the lung in a manner of speaking chemically fragmentizes the aspired air and splits
up the life element. Thus one can stipulate that within 24 hours the Earth inhales twice and
exhales twice while only absorbing two times nutrition its stomach.
*29

Neue Illustrierte Wochenschau, 18th January 1970; Nbr.3-APN-information

P - *30 as *18: New epidemics
Great Gospel of John GGJ.06.150,15 and GGJ.08.185,03
[GGJ.06.150,15] Towards the end of the indicated period, I will awaken even bigger
prophets and with them also the judgments will increase and become more widespread.
There will occur great earthquakes and very destructible storms of elements, large price
increases, wars, famine, pestilence and many other disasters, and as I have already
remarked earlier, faith will - accept for a very few - not be among the people, and will be
frozen in the ice of the people‘s haughtiness, and one nation will attack the other.
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16] The people will be warned through seers and special signs in the sky, of which only a
few of Mine will take note of, while the world-people will only regard this as effects of nature
and spit on those who still believe in Me.
17] Thereupon the greatest revelation through My repeated return to this earth will take
place; but this revelation will already be preempted by the greatest and sharpest judgment
and be followed by a general thinning of the world-people through fire and its projectiles, so
that I Myself can establish a completely different plant-school for true people on this earth,
which then will last until the end of times of this earth.
The Great Gospel of John GGJ.08.185,03
[GGJ.08.185,03] So, one people will rise up against another and will attack them with
weapons of fire. Because of that, the rulers will come into great debts that cannot be paid off
and will afflict their citizens with unaffordable high taxes. Because of that, there will be an
excessive high cost of living, famine, many malicious diseases and epidemics and
pestilence among the people, the animals, and even the plants.
[4] There will also be heavy storms on the mainland and on sea, and earthquakes, and the
sea will flood its shores in many places, and then the people will come into great fear and
anguish because of the expectation of the things which will then come over the Earth.

Q - *31 Steam and combustion engine
[Great Gospel of John GGJ.08.185,07]
[7] And in that same time, also the natural fire will play an extremely important role. The fire
will drive the ships over all the seas with the speed greater than that of the wind. Also, men
will make with their sharp intellect iron cars and roads, and instead of pack animals they will
harness fire to the cars, and with its great power they will drive off far over the Earth, faster
than an arrow that has been shot off.
Science *32: Combustion engine around 1900
R - *33 Worldwide Communications: Cable and Wireless (Telegraph, Radio, Fax, Email) GGJ.08.185,08

[8] In this manner they also will be able to control the lightning and make it the fastest
transmitter of their wishes and their intentions from one extreme of the Earth to the other.
Science: From 1893 (Tesla) and 1897 (Marconi)

S - *34 WMD: Nuclear weapons (Missiles, nuclear warheads and artillery)
GGJ.08.185,08-09
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[8] …And if they - the proud and greedy kings - will wage war against each other, the fire will
render a great and decisive service, for by its great power, iron masses in the form of a
sphere with a heavy weight will be flung with the speed of lightning to the enemy, the cities
and strongholds and cause great destructions.
[9] With these weapons the inventive people will come to the point when soon no nation will
be able to start a war against the other, for when two nations should attack each other with
such weapons they easily and quickly will exterminate each other up to the last man, which
would certainly not give a true victory and gain for neither one of them. Those kings and
their generals will soon realize that, and this is why they will rather tolerate each other in
peace and good friendship. And if somewhere a very proud and ambitious disturber of the
peace should rise and would attack his neighbor, then the peaceful ones will unite and
chastise him. And in this way the ancient peace will be set for the people on Earth and will
be established durably.
Science: Military developments in the 1960s
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